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The Drosophila body plan is composed of a linear array of cephalic, thoracic, and abdominal segments along the anterior posterior axis.
The number and positions of individual segments are established by a transcriptional network comprised of maternal effect, gap, pair-rule,
and segment polarity genes. The sloppy-paired (slp) locus contains two genes (slp1 and slp2) that are expressed in overlapping striped
patterns in the presumptive thorax and abdomen. Previous studies suggest that these genes function at the pair-rule and segment polarity
levels to establish the spacing and polarity of thoracic and abdominal segments. One of these genes (slp1) is also expressed in a broad
anterior domain that appears before the striped patterns. There are severe cephalic defects in slp1 mutants, including the complete loss of the
mandibular segment, but the molecular roles played by Slp1 in anterior patterning are not clear. Here, we present evidence that the anterior
Slp1 domain acts as a gradient to differentially repress the anteriormost stripes of several different pair-rule genes. This repressive gradient
contributes to the precise spatial arrangement of anterior pair-rule stripe borders required for expression of the first engrailed stripe and the
formation of the mandibular segment. These results suggest that Slp1 functions as a gap gene-like repressor, in addition to its roles at the pair-
rule and segment polarity levels of the hierarchy. The Slp1 protein contains a protein motif (EH1) which mediates binding to the
transcriptional corepressor Groucho (Gro). We show that this domain is required for Slp1-mediated repression in vivo.
D 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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The Drosophila body plan is established by a hierarchy
of transcription factors that are expressed in progressively
refined patterns during early embryogenesis (reviewed in
Nasiadka et al., 2002; Pankratz and Jackle, 1993; Small,
1997). This process begins with maternal gradients that
control the expression of the gap genes in broad over-0012-1606/$ - see front matter D 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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maternal and gap protein gradients are interpreted by pair-
rule genes that are expressed in striped patterns, which
constitute the first sign of segmentation in the embryo.
After this initial regulation, repressive interactions between
pair-rule genes position individual striped patterns precisely
out of register with each other. This creates individual rows
of cells with different combinations of pair-rule proteins
that mediate activation and repression of segment polarity
genes such as engrailed (en) and wingless (wg). Segment
polarity genes mark the boundaries between adjacent
segmental compartments.
This hierarchy has been best studied in bmiddleQ regions
of the embryo that form the thoracic and abdominal
segments, but mechanisms that pattern more anterior
segments are not well understood. These segments have
been classified as pre-gnathal (labral, ocular, antennal, and276 (2004) 541–551
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(Jurgens et al., 1986; Schmidt-Ott et al., 1994). The
segment polarity genes en and wg are expressed in each of
these segment primordia (Mohler et al., 1995; Schmidt-Ott
and Technau, 1992; Schmidt-Ott et al., 1994), but the
mechanisms involved in their regulation are not known.
For the pre-gnathal segments, positioning of segment
polarity expression domains may be provided by the
combined activities of the head gap genes (Cohen and
Jurgens, 1990; Finkelstein and Perrimon, 1990; Grossni-
klaus et al., 1994). In contrast, gnathal segments are
formed from nuclei that express the anteriormost pair-rule
stripes. However, it is not clear how the anterior borders of
these stripes are positioned. These stripes are also critical
for regulating the first en stripe (en 1), which selects cells
to become the posterior compartment of the mandibular
segment.
Previous work suggests that the sloppy-paired (slp)
locus, which contains two genes (slp1 and slp2), is critical
for the segmentation process (Grossniklaus et al., 1992). A
small deletion that removes the functions of both genes
causes multiple defects in segmentation including the loss of
naked cuticle in the metathorax and odd-numbered abdomi-
nal segments, defects in the antennal and ocular segments,
and the complete loss of the mandibular segment. The
expression patterns of these genes are consistent with their
mutant phenotypes. slp1 is first expressed in a broad
anterior domain, which overlaps parts of the pre-gnathal
and gnathal regions (Grossniklaus et al., 1992). After the
initial refinement of this domain, slp2 expression is
activated within it. This anterior expression is then followed
by coexpression of both genes in patterns of 7, and then 14
stripes in middle and posterior regions of the embryo. The
thoracic and abdominal defects in slp1 mutants can be
rescued by either slp1 or slp2, which suggests that these
genes function redundantly in segmentation of this part of
the embryo (Cadigan et al., 1994a). By contrast, the head
defects described above are detected in mutants lacking only
slp1, which is specifically expressed in the early anterior
domain (Grossniklaus et al., 1994).
At the molecular level, it has been shown that Slp1 and
Slp2 function by regulating the expression of several genes
including the segment polarity genes en and wg. In thoracic
and abdominal segments, these proteins act as repressors of
en and activators of wg (Cadigan et al., 1994b). Mutant
embryos lacking both slp1 and slp2 show a loss of wg
expression by stage 10. Double mutants also show anterior
expansions of en stripes 2–14 but, significantly, a loss of en
stripe 1. This suggests that the mechanism that activates en
1 is significantly different from the other en stripes. en 1 is
also missing in embryos lacking only slp1 (Cadigan et al.,
1994b), which suggests that this gene may function
independently of slp2 in regulating this stripe (Grossniklaus
et al., 1992).
Here, we demonstrate that the early anterior Slp1
gradient indirectly activates en 1 in the primordium of thissegment by acting as an early repressor that sets the
anterior borders of several specific pair-rule stripes. We
present genetic and targeted misexpression experiments as
evidence that these stripes are differentially sensitive to
Slp1-mediated repression, which may contribute to the
positioning of their anterior borders, creating the precise
pattern required to activate en 1. Finally, we confirm that
Slp1 interacts with the Groucho (Gro) corepressor by
directly binding to a motif similar to the EH1 repression
domain of En (Tolkunova et al., 1998). Amino acid
substitutions in this motif significantly reduce the inter-
action with Gro and abolish the repressive activity of the
Slp1 protein in vivo. We discuss these results in light of
current models for embryonic patterning and transcriptional
repression.Materials and methods
Genetics
The mutant alleles used in this study were slpD34bCyo/
l(2), Kr1, runYE96, and runL85. slpD34b is a deficiency that
removes both slp1 and slp2 (Grossniklaus et al., 1992).
runL85 contains a deletion of the run transcript. Single and
double homozygous mutants were identified by double or
triple staining of collected embryos with slp1, run, or both
antisense probes.
Plasmids
The sna-slp1 misexpression clone used here was
described previously (Andrioli et al., 2002). To make the
sna-Kruppel (Kr) misexpression transgene, a 2.0-kb SspI-
EcoRI fragment from pBS-Kr was blunt-ended and ligated
into the PmeI site of CaSpeR-sna-FRT (Andrioli et al.,
2002). For the misexpression and pull-down experiments
described here, we generated a mutant form of the Slp1
protein that contained a stretch of alanines substituted for
the EH1-like motif FSIDAIL (Slp1DEH1). For this, we used
a pBS-Slp1 subclone [a 1.6-kb fragment containing slp1
coding region and the 3V UTR (Andrioli et al., 2002)] as a
template for oligo-mediated mutagenesis (Muta-Gene, Bio-
Rad Laboratories, Richmond, CA). The following oligo was
used in the reaction: GCGGTGTTGATGGGTTTCTTG-
GCGGCCGCTGCTGCAGCTGCAGCGTTGCTCTT-
GAATTCCATTTC.
Mutated sequences are underlined. The mutation was
confirmed by sequencing, and a 1.6-kb EcoRV NotI
fragment was blunt-ended and cloned into CaSpeR-sna-
FRT cut with PmeI and NotI. This clone is identical to the
sna-slp1 construct except for the mutations introduced in
the coding region.
The pET15b-Slp1:6His expression vector used in the
pull-down experiments was a kind gift from J. Jaynes.
This clone was also used to create an expression vector for
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amplified a 500-bp fragment from the mutant pBS-slp1
clone, which was cut with NdeI and BamHI, and cloned
into the pET15b-Slp1 previously cut with the same
enzymes. All junctions and mutations were verified by
sequencing.
Ventral misexpression
Transgenic lines (5 for the sna-Slp1DEH1 construct, 10
for the sna-Kr construct) were generated by microinjection
and P-element mediated transformation according to stand-
ard protocols (Small, 2000; Spradling, 1986). Misexpression
was activated by generating males containing the individual
transgenes and the h-tub-FLP transgene that is expressed
during spermatogenesis (Struhl et al., 1993). These males
were mated to yw virgins, and embryos were collected for
analysis by in situ hybridization (DiNardo et al., 1985;
Kosman and Small, 1997). To analyze misexpression
transgenes in genetic mutants, embryos were collected from
crosses of heterozygous females with heterozygous males
that also contained the misexpression transgene and the h-
tub-FLP transgene used to activate it during spermato-
genesis. Gene expression patterns were monitored by single
and double in situ hybridization experiments (Kosman and
Small, 1997), or by indirect immunofluorescence (Kosman
et al., 1998) as previously described.
Pull-down assays
The full-length wild-type Slp1 and the Slp1DEH1 form
were expressed in E. coli after induction with 1 mM IPTG
for 3 h at 378C. Cells were harvested and suspended in
disruption buffer (20 mM Tris–HCl pH 7.9, 0.5 M NaCl,
10% glycerol, 1 mM PMSF). After two rounds of
sonication followed by centrifugation, the pellets were
suspended in disruption buffer containing 5 M urea (1/10
original volume). The supernatant was then applied to a Ni-
NTA agarose column (Quiagen, Hilden, Germany), washed
with the loading buffer plus 5 mM imidazole, and eluted in
buffer plus 100 mM imidazole. The eluate was concen-
trated by spinning through an Amicon Ultra column
(Amicon, Midland, Canada) and dialyzed against 20 mM
Tris, 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM DTT, 1 mM EDTA, and 20%
glycerol. To obtain Gro protein, we used a pET3a-Gro
clone (another kind gift from J. Jaynes) as a template for in
vitro translation using rabbit reticulocyte lysate containing
35S methionine. For the binding reaction, aliquots of 35S-
Gro protein were mixed with wild-type and mutant Slp1
proteins in the presence of Talon resin (Talon Metal
Affinity Resins or Quiagen) for 1 h at room temperature.
The mixture was washed six times in 10 mM imidazole, 50
mM NaPO4 (pH 7.0), and 150 mM NaCl, and eluted in the
same buffer containing 150 mM imidazole. The samples
were then loaded on an 8% SDS–PAGE gel, and the
relative quantification of the signal was obtained using aMolecular Dynamics Stormk Phosphoimager using Image-
quant software.Results
Early segmental patterning defects in slp mutants
The segment polarity gene en is expressed in a pattern of
14 stripes that encircle the developing embryo just before
gastrulation commences (DiNardo et al., 1985; Kornberg et
al., 1985). en 1 is normally expressed in the primordia of the
mandibular segment, and the stripe and segment are missing
in mutants lacking slp function (Grossniklaus et al., 1992).
Several explanations could account for these results. Slp1
may be required for the initial activation of the en stripe.
Alternatively, this stripe may be activated normally in slp
mutants but repressed later because of shifts of other
patterning genes. For example, it has been shown that wg
activity is required for maintenance of en expression after
initial activation (Bejsovec and Martinez Arias, 1991;
Heemskerk et al., 1991). To test between these hypotheses,
we examined the temporal activation of en in slp mutants.
Our results indicate that the anteriormost en stripe is barely
detectable in slp mutants when the en pattern is initially
forming (Fig. 1C). This suggests a problem in the
mechanism that initiates activation of this stripe.
Previous studies have shown that the even- and odd-
numbered en stripes are regulated by different sets of pair-
rule genes (DiNardo and O’Farrell, 1987; Fujioka et al.,
1995; Manoukian and Krause, 1993). Odd-numbered stripes
are activated by Eve and Paired (Prd) protein in cells that
lack the en repressors Odd-skipped (Odd) and Runt (Run).
Even-numbered stripes are activated by Fushi-tarazu (Ftz) in
cells that lack the same repressors. To test whether changes
in the overlapping patterns of these genes cause the failure
to activate en stripe 1, we used in situ hybridization to
examine pair-rule gene expression in slp mutants. These
experiments showed significant expansions and shifts of
several pair-rule stripes. A strongly affected stripe is run
stripe 1 (run 1), which is normally three-nuclei wide in
midcleavage cycle 14. In slp mutants, this stripe is five cells
wide and shifted anteriorly (Fig. 2B). To register the
changes in pair-rule expression with each other, we
performed double stain experiments to simultaneously
detect run and each of five other pair-rule genes [hairy
(h), eve, ftz, odd, and prd; Fig. 2]. These experiments
suggest that two stripes other than run 1 (ftz 1 and odd 1)
are most severely affected (expanded and shifted). Other
stripes (h 1 and 2, eve 1 and 2, and prd 1) show slight
anterior shifts and/or expansions and appear weaker in some
embryos. Stripes posterior to eve 2 appear to be unaffected
in slp mutants at this time in development.
The different effects on specific stripes significantly
change the combinations of pair-rule genes expressed in
individual rows of nuclei (Fig. 3). Most significantly, the
Fig. 1. Expression patterns of en in a wild-type embryo (A), a Df (1) runL85 hemizygote (B), a Df (2) slpD34B homozygote (C), and a Df (1) runL85 Df (2)
slpD34B double mutant (D). Embryos shown are in the initial stages of gastrulation and germ band elongation and are lateral views oriented with anterior to the
left and dorsal up. The wild-type embryo (A) was stained only with the en probe (blue). Mutants were identified by double or triple staining with en in black,
and run (B), slp1 (C), or both run and slp1 (D) in red. The red staining is not detected in these embryos but was readily observed in control siblings from these
crosses (not shown).
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prd 1, both of which are critical for activation of the odd-
numbered en stripes including stripe 1. Repression by Run
in these nuclei may directly interfere with prd transcription
or may repress the Prd-mediated activation of en 1, or both.
Previous results suggest that Run is a strong repressor of
both prd and en, consistent with these hypotheses (Man-Fig. 2. Expression patterns of the pair-rule genes in wild-type (A, C, E, G, I) and
cycle 14. All embryos show the run expression pattern (red) and are double-stained
are also stained with slp1 (red), which is detected as a broad anterior domain anoukian and Krause, 1993). To test this further, we examined
en expression in run mutants and in slp run double mutants.
Removal of run function alone causes a significant
disruption in the order of stripe appearance, with a wider
anteriormost en stripe (Fig. 1B). Simultaneous removal of
slp and run also creates a broad anterior stripe, but in this
case, it is shifted anteriorly as well (Fig. 1D). The exactslp mutants (B, D, F, H, J). Embryos shown are midway through cleavage
with various other pair-rule genes (black) as indicated. Embryos in C and D
d a single stripe anterior to run stripe 1 in the wild-type embryo (C).
Fig. 3. A schematic summary of the anteriormost pair-rule stripes in wild-type and slp embryos. The data here are registered with the run expression pattern
and compiled by eye. Loss of slp function significantly changes the overlaps between the pair-rule stripes, which may prevent the activation of en stripe 1 and
eventually cause the loss of the mandibular segment.
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results are consistent with the hypothesis that a repressive
interaction between slp1 and run is critical for correctly
positioning the anteriormost en stripe.
Ectopic expression of Slp1 represses a subset of pair-rule
stripes
To test whether Slp1 activity is sufficient for repression
of the pair-rule stripes, we examined pair-rule gene
expression patterns in embryos containing a sna-slp1
misexpression transgene. The sna promoter used in this
construct drives ectopic expression in a ventral domain at
the same time that slp1 is expressed in its gap-like head
domain [(Andrioli et al., 2002); Figs. 4A, B]. This domain
extends along the whole length of the embryo, intersecting
all pair-rule stripes as they are forming. mRNA and protein
levels driven by this construct are significantly lower than
those present in the endogenous domain (Figs. 4B; 5B).
Ectopic expression of Slp1 causes repression of several
different pair-rule stripes (Fig. 4). The most severely
affected stripes are h 2, run 1, ftz 1, and odd 1 (Figs. 4D,
F, H, J). These stripes are never activated in ventral regions,
suggesting that ectopic Slp1 directly interferes with the
mechanisms that mediate their initiation. Midway through
cycle 14, the repressed stripes do extend some distance into
ventral nuclei and are distorted toward the posterior (data
not shown). As reported previously, the anterior eve stripes
(1, 2, and 3) are also repressed, but these effects are seenonly after the stripes are initially activated (Fig. 4L;
(Andrioli et al., 2002), and the observed repression is
weaker than that detected for the four strongly affected
stripes. Finally, we detect a posterior expansion of prd stripe
1 (Fig. 4N). These results are consistent with the shifts and
expansions detected in slp mutants (Figs. 2 and 3).
To test whether run 1, ftz 1, odd 1, and h 2 are repressed
to different extents, we double-stained sna-slp1 embryos for
each gene and the endogenous sna RNA pattern, which
provides a positional landmark in ventral lateral regions (Fig.
5). We took advantage of the fact that the sna-slp1 transgene
creates a gradient of ectopic Slp1 that diffuses toward the
dorsal side of the embryo (Fig. 5B). Target genes less
sensitive to repression are repressed only in ventral nuclei,
while more sensitive targets are repressed in more lateral or
even dorsal nuclei (Clyde et al., 2003). These experiments
showed clear differences in repression sensitivity. The most
sensitive stripe is h 2 (Fig. 5F), followed by ftz 1 (Fig. 5E),
odd 1 (Fig. 5D), and run 1 (Fig. 5C). Interestingly, these
sensitivities are consistent with the positions of these genes
with respect to the endogenous Slp1 gradient. The least
sensitive (run 1) is expressed in nuclei closest to the
endogenous gradient, while the most sensitive (h 2) is
positioned farther from the source of the gradient. This
suggests that Slp1 acts as a gap gene-like repressor gradient
that precisely positions their anterior borders.
Three of the most severely repressed stripes, run 1, ftz 1,
and odd 1, also show strong anterior expansions in slp
mutant embryos. In contrast, the repressive effects of ectopic
Fig. 5. Individual pair-rule stripes are differentially sensitive to Slp1-
mediated repression. (A, B) Slp1 protein expression in a wild-type embryo
(A) and a sibling embryo containing an activated sna-slp1 transgene (B).
White arrows in B show the directions of Slp1 diffusion gradients in this
embryo. (C–F) Embryos are double-stained for endogenous sna expression
(red) and for pair-rule genes as indicated. In all panels, the ventral lateral
border of sna is denoted by the white line, and individual repressed pair-rule
stripes are outlined in black.
Fig. 4. Ectopic Slp1 disrupts the expression of specific pair-rule stripes.
slp1 and pair-rule gene expression patterns in wild-type embryos (left
column) and embryos containing ectopic slp1 expression under the control
of the sna-slp1 transgene (right column). Embryos shown are early (A–H)
or midway through cleavage cycle 14 (I–L). Stripes that are repressed in
ventral regions are marked with asterisks. Strong early repression is
detected on h stripe 2 (D), run stripe 1 (F), ftz stripe 1 (H), and odd stripe 1
(J). Repression of eve stripes 1, 2, and a weakening of eve stripe 3 is only
detected at and after midcycle 14 (L). A ventral expansion of prd stripe 1 is
also detected (N).
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surprising as there are only small shifts and/or expansions of
these stripes in slp mutants. However, we have previously
shown that Slp1 is probably not involved in setting the
anterior border of eve 2 (Andrioli et al., 2002), which is
controlled in part by the gap gene giant (Wu et al., 1998).
Slp1 may play a role, however, in preventing activation of
the eve 2 enhancer in an anterior subregion that lies somedistance from the anterior border (Andrioli et al., 2002). The
relevance of the repressive effects on eve 1 and eve 3 is not
clear at present, but it is possible that Slp1 plays a role similar
to that demonstrated for eve 2 (see Discussion). The
posterior expansion of prd 1 in sna-slp1 embryos suggests
that Slp1 may normally be involved in activating expression
of this stripe. This interaction is probably indirect, possibly
through Slp1-mediated repression of run, odd, or both,
which have been previously shown to act as repressors of
prd activation (Gutjahr et al., 1993).
The slp1 anterior gradient is positioned by Kr-mediated
repression
The experiments described above suggest that the early
anterior gradient of Slp1 functions as a repressive morph-
ogen at the gap gene level of the segmentation hierarchy.
Other defining characteristics of the gap genes are (1) initial
expression patterns that are activated in response to maternal
morphogenetic cues and (2) refinement of those patterns by
repressive interactions among themselves. Genetic experi-
ments suggest that the initial slp1 mRNA expression
domain is activated by the Bcd morphogen, the anterior
border is formed by Torso-mediated repression, and the
posterior border is positioned by the central gap gene
Kruppel (Kr) (Grossniklaus et al., 1994). These results are
consistent with a gap gene-like role for slp1. To confirm and
extend the role of Kr in slp1 regulation, we examined slp1
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sna-Kr transgene (see Materials and methods), which
ectopically expresses Kr along the ventral surface of the
embryo. We detected a significant expansion of slp1 in Kr
mutants (Fig. 6C) and a strong ventral repression of slp1
caused by the sna-Kr transgene (Fig. 6D). Thus, Kr is
necessary and sufficient for repression of the posterior
border of the slp1 anterior domain.
To test whether Slp1 plays a role in positioning other gap
genes, we analyzed slp mutants for expression of tailless
(tll), hunchback (hb), giant (gt), Kruppel (Kr), knirps (kni),
orthodenticle (otd), buttonhead (btd), and empty-spiracles
(ems). We also monitored the expression of these genes in
embryos containing the sna-slp1 transgene. No clear change
in any gap expression pattern was detected in either set of
experiments (data not shown). These experiments suggest
that the other gap genes are patterned independently of slp1,
consistent with previous results. They also strongly suggest
that the pair-rule patterning functions performed by Slp1
cannot be accounted for by indirect mechanisms involving
other known gap genes.
Repression of the pair-rule genes by Slp1 requires a
physical interaction with Gro
Many transcriptional repressors require interactions with
corepressors for their function in early embryonic pattern-
ing. Two previous observations suggest that Slp1 may
mediate repression by interacting with the corepressor Gro.
First, Slp1 contains a protein motif, FSIDAIL, which is
similar to the EH1 domain that is critical for Gro-dependent
repression by En (Jimenez et al., 1997; Tolkunova et al.,
1998). Second, Slp1 has been previously shown to interact
with Gro in vitro (Kobayashi et al., 2001). To investigate the
importance of the FSIDAIL motif in the interaction with
Gro, we expressed a mutant form of the Slp1 protein that
contains a stretch of seven alanines in place of the originalFig. 6. The posterior limit of the anterior slp1 domain is set by Kr-mediated repre
Loss of Kr (C) causes a posterior expansion of the anterior slp1 domain. Embryos
of Kr (D) causes a strong repression of slp1 transcription.motif and tested it in pull-down assays. This reduced the
interaction of the Slp1 with Gro by up to 80% (Fig. 7),
which confirms the importance of this domain for the
interaction between these proteins.
We next tested whether the FSIDAIL motif is involved in
Slp1-mediated repression in vivo. For this, we misexpressed
the mutant Slp1 protein using a sna-slp1DEH1 transgene in
a parallel experiment to that outlined above for the wild-type
protein (see Materials and methods). Five independent
transgenic lines were used in this experiment. In immuno-
fluorescence experiments, these lines showed levels of
ectopic protein that were equal to or greater than those
driven by the sna-slp1 wild-type construct, and the mutant
protein was localized in nuclei (Figs. 8A, C). However,
none of the mutant lines showed any detectable changes in
the early or late striped patterns of the pair-rule genes (Figs.
8B, D, E). This suggests that the FSIDAIL motif of Slp1 is
critical for patterning specific pair-rule stripes in wild-type
embryos.Discussion
Multiple functions for Slp1 in anterior embryonic patterning
slp1 and slp2 are expressed in striped patterns along the
anterior posterior axis at the same time as the other pair-rule
genes. Several studies suggest that the striped patterns play
important roles in regulating segment polarity gene expres-
sion and the polarity of individual thoracic and abdominal
segments (Cadigan et al., 1994a,b; Grossniklaus et al., 1992,
1994). Here, we have studied the patterning functions of the
broad anterior Slp1 expression domain, which appears much
earlierwhen the other gap genes are being expressed. Previous
work and the present study suggest that this gap gene-like
domain is activated by thematernalmorphogenBcd,while the
posterior border is set by Kr-mediated repression (Grossni-ssion. Embryos on the left are stained for slp1 (black) and Kr (red) mRNA.
on the right show slp1 mRNA expression only (blue). Ventral misexpression
Fig. 7. An EH1-like protein motif in Slp1 is required for efficient interaction
with the Gro corepressor. A pull-down assay shows that 6His-Slp1 fusion
protein binds specifically to full-length 35S-labeled Gro. Slp1 also contains
a protein motif (FSIDAIL) that is very similar to the EH1 Gro-interaction
domain. Converting this motif to a stretch of alanine residues (Slp1DEH1)
significantly reduces the amount of Gro binding. Numbers at the bottom of
the wells indicate the percentage of input Gro pulled down by each quantity
of the wild-type or mutant Slp1 protein.
L.P. Andrioli et al. / Developmental Biology 276 (2004) 541–551548klaus et al., 1994). Once established, the anterior domain acts
at the level of the gap genes to play several important roles
in anterior embryonic patterning. First, a gradient of Slp1
protein that emanates posteriorly from this domain directly
sets the position of specific pair-rule stripe borders, which
permits the establishment of the mandibular segment. Slp1
also acts as a bback-upQ repressor that prevents ectopic
activation of other stripe enhancers in a specific anterior
subregion. Finally, Slp1 is required for the correct formationFig. 8. Mutations in the EH1 motif of Slp1 abolish its ability to repress pair-rule
containing the sna-slp1 (wild-type; A) or the sna-slp1DEH1 construct (C). B, D, E
in embryos containing the sna-slp1DEH1 transgene. No repression is detected.of the intercalary and antennal segments, but the molecular
mechanisms involved here are still not understood.
An anterior repression gradient of Slp1
Our data show that pair-rule expression patterns in
anterior regions are significantly disrupted in slp loss of
function mutants. Within the disrupted pattern, however,
there are significant differences between individual stripes.
The three most severely affected stripes (run 1, ftz 1, and
odd 1) are shifted anteriorly and expanded by two to three
nuclei (Fig. 2). These stripes are also most strongly
repressed by ectopic expression of Slp1 (Fig. 4). Repression
occurs early, when the stripes are initially activated, which is
consistent with a direct role for Slp1. Other stripes (h 1 and
2, eve 1 and 2, and prd 1) are less severely affected in slp
mutants. All of these stripes, except prd 1, are repressed by
ectopic Slp1. The eve stripes are repressed only after they
have been activated, suggesting that higher levels of ectopic
protein are required for repression of these stripes and that it
takes a certain amount of time to accumulate the required
Slp1 concentration. h 2 shows a strong early repression,
which suggests a direct repressive effect. However, there is
very little expansion of this stripe in slp mutants (Fig. 2),
which suggests that Slp1 may function redundantly with
other repressors of this stripe or that Slp1 represses h in an
anterior subregion that is removed from the stripe border
(see below).
The different repressive effects of Slp1 on distinct pair-
rule stripes suggest that Slp1 forms a critical repressorstripes in vivo. (A, C) Ventral views of Slp1 protein expression in embryos
. RNA expression of slp1 (red) and other pair-rule genes (black, as marked)
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anterior pair-rule stripes (Fig. 9). The positions of the most
severely affected stripes suggest the existence of a critical
brepression zoneQ that extends from run 1 to h 2. Within this
zone, individual stripes are differentially sensitive, and these
sensitivities correlate quite well with the positions of the
anterior borders of these stripes in relation to the Slp1
gradient. Stripes anterior and posterior to this zone are less
affected by perturbations of the Slp1 gradient, which suggests
that other anterior repressors are more critical in setting their
anterior borders. For example, the gap protein Giant (Gt) has
been shown to be a critical repressor of the anterior border of
eve 2. Removal of the Slp1 gradient thus changes the spatial
relationships between the pair-rule stripes and the combina-
tions of pair-rule proteins in different rows of cells (Fig. 3).
This results in a failure to fully activate en stripe 1, whichmay
prevent the formation of the mandibular segment. Genetic
experiments suggest further that the failure to activate en 1 in
slp mutants is specifically caused by the anterior expansion of
run 1 into nuclei that contain Prd and Eve, which normally
activate transcription of en.
Stripe specificity of Slp1-mediated repression
Misexpression of Slp1 causes effects on specific anterior
stripes of all six pair-rule genes examined in this paper but
does not affect the initial positioning of more posterior
stripes of each pattern. The stripe-specific effects on eve, h,
and run are not unexpected, as these genes are regulated by
enhancers that drive the expression of individual stripes
(Goto et al., 1989; Harding et al., 1989; Howard and Struhl,
1990; Klingler et al., 1996; Riddihough and Ish-Horowicz,
1991). For example, h 2 and run 1 are regulated by defined
enhancer elements, which thus represent possible molecular
targets for Slp1-mediated repression. However, only two
Slp1-binding sites have been reported in the literatureFig. 9. A schematic model for Slp1 activity in anterior segmental patterning.
An anterior gradient of Slp1 protein acts as a dose-dependent repressor of
specific pair-rule stripes, including run 1, ftz 1, odd 1, and h 2. This
gradient is critical for setting gene-specific anterior borders that control the
precise overlaps of these stripes.(Andrioli et al., 2002; Yu et al., 1999), so no good
consensus site exists for this protein, and more experiments
will be required to determine whether these are direct Slp1
repression targets.
The specific effects on ftz 1, odd 1, and prd 1 are inte-
resting as these genes have been classified as bsecondaryQ
pair-rule genes. Striped patterns of secondary pair-rule
genes are thought to be generated by signals that are
already in stripes (i.e., the primary pair-rule genes). For ftz,
this classification has been called into question by the
demonstration that the ftz pattern forms correctly in all three
bprimaryQ pair-rule mutants (Yu and Pick, 1995). Further-
more, a discrete enhancer (ftz DE) that drives the expression
of only stripes 1 and 5 has been recently identified (Calhoun
and Levine, 2003; L. Pick, personal communication). These
results argue that ftz should be included in the primary class
of pair-rule genes. Interestingly, the ftz DE element contains
a sequence element (GTTTGTTT) similar to a previously
defined Slp1 site (Andrioli et al., 2002), consistent with a
direct repressive interaction. The stripe-specific effects on
odd 1 and prd 1 may reflect the fact that both genes are
expressed in broad anterior domains that appear well before
their eventual striped patterns (Fig. 4; Coulter et al., 1990;
Gutjahr et al., 1994). These early expression domains are
likely to be regulated by independent elements that are
repressed by the anterior Slp1 gradient.
Slp1 also acts as a bbackupQ repressor of pair-rule
enhancers
Evidence for a back-up anterior repression role for Slp1
was originally deduced from the analysis of the transcrip-
tional regulation of the eve stripe 2 enhancer (eve 2)
(Andrioli et al., 2002). This enhancer is activated by the
morphogens Bcd and Hb, which are distributed throughout
the anterior half of the embryo. In the absence of any
anterior repressors, the enhancer should be activated in the
same broad domain. However, no activation occurs anterior
to the stripe border in wild-type embryos, and thus
mechanisms must be in place to repress throughout this
region. We have previously shown that there are three
position-specific mechanisms involved in anterior repres-
sion of eve 2 and that Slp1 may play an important role in
only one of these (Andrioli et al., 2002). In nuclei adjacent
to the stripe, the gap protein Giant (Gt) is involved in a
Slp1-independent mechanism that sets the position of the
anterior border of eve 2 (Wu et al., 1998). In more anterior
nuclei, Slp1 (and possibly another forkhead domain protein)
is involved in a back-up repression mechanism that prevents
activation in a more anterior subregion (Andrioli et al.,
2002). A Slp1-binding site [(GTTT)4] within the enhancer
is critical for this repression mechanism, and misexpressed
Slp1 represses the three anteriormost eve stripes including
eve 2 (Fig. 4L). Finally, in nuclei very near the anterior tip,
the Torso phosphorylation cascade may be involved in
preventing Bcd-dependent activation. Thus, multiple over-
L.P. Andrioli et al. / Developmental Biology 276 (2004) 541–551550lapping repression activities are required for forming the
final eve 2 stripe pattern, and in this case, Slp1 provides a
subregion specific function.
This type of mechanism is almost certainly not limited to
repression of the eve 2 enhancer. Slp1-binding sites similar
to the one in the eve 2 enhancer exist in the enhancers that
drive expression of eve 1 and 3, and ectopic Slp1 causes a
weak repression of these stripes as well (Fig. 4L; Andrioli et
al., 2002; Yu et al., 1999). A similar case can be made for
the effects of Slp1 on h 2, which shows very little change in
slp mutants but is strongly repressed by ectopic Slp1. Thus,
Slp1 (and at least one other anterior repressor) may act as a
position-specific repressor that prevents the activation of
multiple pair-rule enhancers in anterior regions distantly
located from the anterior borders of the stripes that they
regulate. Ubiquitous expression of pair-rule genes causes
significant head defects (Manoukian and Krause, 1992,
1993), suggesting that this backup repression mechanism is
critical for normal development.
Groucho-dependent repression by Slp1
Previous experiments and those presented here suggest
that Slp1 functions primarily as a repressor in early
Drosophila development. The Slp1 protein contains a
forkhead-like DNA-binding domain (FD) and a stretch of
amino acids (FSIDAIL) that is very similar to the EH1
repression domain in the En protein (Grossniklaus et al.,
1992). It has been previously shown that Slp1 binds
specifically to the corepressor Gro (Kobayashi et al.,
2001), and we have shown that the EH1 domain of Slp1
is required for this interaction and for the observed
repressive effects mediated by ectopic Slp1 in vivo. This
suggests that Slp1-mediated repression occurs by recruiting
Gro to the regulatory regions of Slp1 repression targets.
Transcriptional repressors are thought to function via two
different mechanisms depending on how far their binding
sites are situated from activator sites or the basal tran-
scription machinery (Courey and Jia, 2001; Mannervik et
al., 1999). Repressors located within 100 bp of an activator
site are thought to act via bshort-rangeQ mechanisms that
prevent activator binding (competition) or interfere locally
with the function of bound activator proteins (quenching).
In contrast, some DNA elements that possess repressor
activity have been shown to function over distances of more
than 1000 bp. These elements and the proteins bound to
them are thus involved in blong-rangeQ repression mecha-
nisms. Long-range repression may occur by direct contact
with components of the basal transcription machinery or by
a progressive deacetylation mechanism that could interfere
with nearby or distant regulatory elements.
Gro is the founding member of a superfamily of
corepressors that are conserved throughout eukaryotes
(Fisher and Caudy, 1998; Paroush et al., 1994). These
proteins have been implicated in many long-range repres-
sion mechanisms (Courey and Jia, 2001). However, the Gro-dependent repression events described here are not con-
sistent with this. For example, the run 1 enhancer is located
very near two other enhancers (run 5 and run 3(Klingler et
al., 1996). If Slp1 acts by recruiting Gro, which then
initiates a long-range repression mechanism, ventral Slp1
expression should repress these other stripes. Similar argu-
ments can be made for all the target genes affected by Slp1,
yet we observed only repression of specific stripes. These
observations are more consistent with a short-range repres-
sion mechanism for Slp1. How do we explain this?
Perhaps Gro can participate in either long or short range
mechanisms. One possibility is that Slp1-Gro complexes
interfere with local activator binding. In the case of eve,
Slp1-binding sites are located within minimal enhancer
elements that drive expression of the repression-sensitive
stripes [eve 1, 2, and 3 + 7 (Andrioli et al., 2002)]. The Slp1
sites in two of these enhancers (eve 2 and 3 + 7) are situated
very near known activator sites, which could be disrupted
by a bound Slp1-Gro complex. Alternatively, Slp1 recruit-
ment of Gro could create a specific conformation that
directly interacts with proteins involved in enhancer-
mediated activation. Such interactions would appear as
short range and might prevent Gro from mediating the long-
range repression activities that were observed in other
contexts. This model is consistent with a recent study of
Gro-mediated repression in Drosophila. In this study, the
Gro-interaction motif (WRPY) from the H protein was
transferred to the short-range repressor Kr, and the chimeric
Kr-H protein was misexpressed in the early Drosophila
embryo, and both short- and long-range repression effects
were observed, depending on the target gene examined
(Nibu et al., 2001). Taken together, these results suggest that
many factors, including the DNA-binding proteins, the
cofactors, and the context of the regulatory element, control
which type of repression mechanism is used.Acknowledgments
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